
 
  

The Lost Ones 
 
 
 

There is a place for the ones who are never seen, the ones who slipped through the 
cracks, the children whose faces you might have seen on the news, victims of a 
kidnap or just runaways who were never seen again, there is a place that calls to 
these lost children and they come, the living and the dead, a gathering of sad 
tormented souls, there is no sunshine but there is hope. In a cobwebbed basement 
in a derelict hospital at the edge of the city the lost ones gather, pale skin drawn 
taunt across their once beautiful faces, shadows of a smile plays on their blood 
crusted lips, the stench of the grave rising from their pores like a cheap cologne, 
the living amongst them have grown used to the smell and no longer hold their 
noses, they feel happier amongst the dead then they did amongst the living that 
they left behind. A bell tolls and the children all turn to the sound and await the 
guest of honour, the one who has called them to this place, the one who has saved 
them from their lives and their deaths. The lights flicker and a chill breeze sweeps 
through the room and there standing before them is the saviour, clad in the colours 
of the night and a face paler then a corpse he towered over us like a giant from a 
fairy tale, and then he was walking through us touching each of us as he passed, 
nobody moved away from his touch and when I felt his hand stroke my cheek my 
body was filled with warmth and all my fears vanished, I knew that this man was 
our saviour.  
 
The streets are awash with our kind, children escaping from bad homes to the 
smog filled city streets, sleeping rough in doorways and fighting for scraps of food 
that are tossed into the street by the ever generous litterbug generation, and 
scavenging down alleys at the back of restaurants and hotels for any waste that we 
can consume, this was how I lived for over a year until I was shown the way to a 
new world, a world where we are equal and a world where the children are the 
rulers, I was guided to this haven by the one of the elder children and when I first 
met my guide I ran as fast as I could, but no matter how fast I ran the elder was 
always hot on my heels, reaching for me with his skeletal hands, I ran out of 
breath and collapsed onto the floor of the alley, backing up against the cold 
concrete as the elder came toward me, the smell of death filled my nostrils and my 
head felt light, the creature in front of me stared into my eyes and placed on bony 
hand on my cheek and then with the voice of a child whispered into my ear “ Time 
for you  to go home”, and then there was darkness and I was alone.  
 
That night I didn’t sleep, huddled in the doorway of a pawnshop I pulled my 
blanket around my neck and watched the shadows play across the street, my eyes 



were heavy and I had to force myself to stay awake, I almost screamed when I felt 
a cold hand on my face, but the touch seemed comforting and as my eyes focused 
I recognised the face that was inches away from mine and in a hushed voice the 
elder said “The time is now, you shall come home my child”. The elder took my 
hand and led me across the moonlit streets down darkened alleys and out into the 
suburbs of the city where the country begins to reclaim itself from the dirt and 
grime of city life, through the sleeping neighbourhoods we walked, moving further 
and further from the stains of the city, the elder finally stopped outside a set of cast 
iron gates that led into a cemetery and he turned to me and spoke, “Once you pass 
these gates there is no way back, past this gate lies your home and freedom”. The 
words the elder spoke did not concern me, what did I have to lose, whatever was 
beyond the cemetery gates could be no worst then what I left behind at home, and 
I could not bear to live anymore alone on the streets like a rat. 
The elder pushed open the gates and we walked along the path that wound through 
the graves, I glanced at the tombstones glimpsing at the epitaphs in the eerie glow 
of the moon, so many loved ones laid to rest, withered flowers lay trampled on the 
ground, sad gifts for the departed left in memory crushed under careless feet as 
easily as life can be taken away from us.  We reached the far side of the cemetery 
and stood by another set of cast iron gates, I peered through the bars of the gate 
and saw in the distance the outline of a large building and then I saw them coming 
toward the gate like the creatures from a zombie movie, arms outstretched 
reaching for me at the gate, I tried to back away but the elder blocked my path, 
“you have crossed the line, there is no way back” he uttered, I watched as the gates 
were pulled open and then I was consumed by the mass of bodies and was being 
ushered towards the building that I had seen.  We reached the building and I was 
taken inside down long corridors painted sterile white, lights flickered in the 
ceiling, occasionally going out only to flicker back to life again and flicker more 
deranged shadows across the white walls.  The herd pushed me toward a narrow 
stair case and guided me down the steps into the basement of the building and then 
the herd moved away from me and I finally noticed that they were all children, 
standing there like a school assembly they stared at me and I stared back, the elder 
came to me and blocked my line of sight and with his hands on my shoulders 
whispered into my ear “welcome home my child, welcome to our brotherhood”. 
Then he was gone and I was left staring at the children in front of me. 
 
The feeling of community was strong amongst us and though we could not venture 
beyond  the confines of the hospital, we were free to roam the deserted corridors 
and for the first time in many years I played the games that had been taken away 
from me, the resentment and hate that built inside me grew as I rediscovered my 
childhood in the corridors of the hospital, our imaginations ran wild and the 
adventures we created between us gave us all the excuses we needed to explore the 
deserted old building. The elder appeared now and again mainly to bring food and 
newspapers, he sat amongst us but he always seemed distracted as if something 



was digging away inside his mind, but for all of us the elder was a source of 
wisdom and our only link to the world we had left behind. The dead amongst us 
never joined in the games; they huddled in the basement finding comfort amidst 
the broken bricks and dimmed lighting. We all slept in the basement and were 
forbidden to leave the basement once night fell, but there are always rules and for 
once I kept to them as did the rest of the children. 
 
The night before we came face to face with the saviour the elder came to us and 
gathered us around in a circle, the dead hanging out at the back amongst the 
shadows, the elder never spoke much to us and that night was no different he 
uttered a few words in his raspy whisper of a voice and then disappeared out of the 
basement and I can only assume into the night from which he came, the words he 
uttered left us all puzzled, “Prepare for your revenge”, four words that hung in the 
air like a guillotine and offered no comfort as we tried to get to sleep with those 
words ringing around our heads like an everlasting echo. The next day we were all 
on edge as we waited for the darkness to fall and for the arrival of the mysterious 
power who had gathered us to this place, the sun faded into the dusk of evening 
and we all gathered in the basement, waiting with our eyes and ears wide open 
waiting for the unknown, waiting for our future.  
 
The saviour stood before us, his pale face glowing eerily in the flickering lights of 
the basement, he raised his hand and then in a deep monotone delivered his call to 
arms, “children of the grave and children of the streets, the time has come to 
reclaim what is yours, beyond the graveyard your world awaits.” He paused and 
looked directly at us his eyes seemed to sparkle with a wickedness that seemed not 
of this world   and then turning his gaze skyward he finished his speech, “those 
who have stolen your world will be punished, into the night my disciples and take 
what is yours, for this will be the night that the children rule the world,” and then 
he was gone. 
 
The group of living and dead children looked dumbfounded at one another and 
then with fists clenched and the promise of destruction and revenge we all 
unleashed an ungodly battle cry and hurdled from the basement through the 
deserted corridors and out into the moonlit night. Through the graveyard gates we 
went heading for the suburbs, on our way picking up anything we found that could 
be used as a weapon, I had found a broken piece of railing with a jagged spike at 
the top, as we made our way into the quiet neighbourhoods we began to unleash 
our hatred attacking the expensive cars that lined the driveways of the house, 
smashing the windows and tearing at the upholstered seats, alarms started to ring 
as we smashed our way into houses and then we moved on heading for the city 
leaving a path of chaos and destruction in our wake, we had been born again, we 
would be free from the past and we would reign over those who had beaten us 
down and humiliated us, children will rule the earth, and there will be no mercy. 



 
The city was illuminated against the night in all it’s corrupt splendour, the junkies 
who scattered the doorways looked on as we passed, smashing the windows of 
those shops that weren’t shuttered and setting fire to anything that would burn, 
with the midnight hour close at hand I left my companions and made my way 
home for the first time in five years, I felt alive as I pushed my key into the lock 
and stepped into the smoke stained hallway, nothing had changed since I had left, 
same old house, same old smell only difference I noticed was that even more 
rubbish had piled up in the small confines of the two up, two down that I once 
called my home. 
 
The house was silent as I made my way up the stairs and pushed the door to my 
bedroom open, it was just how I had left it, magazines littered across the floor and 
old tapes lying in broken boxes on the shelves, I made my way over to the bed and 
knelt down peering into the gloom below, reaching my hand behind the headboard 
I felt the cold hard shape of what I was looking for and gently pulled the object out 
from its hiding place. The blade was of oriental design and my father had boasted 
that he had been given it by a wealthy Japanese businessman for saving his 
daughter from a hit and run, the amount of times he told that bullshit story made 
me cringe, trying to make out he was a hero rather then a petty thief, one day I just 
got fed up of listening to him go on and while he was out drinking I hid the blade 
and smashed a couple of windows before I went round to a friends, when I got 
home he was fuming over the loss and cursing every crook he knew, I listened to 
him rant through the night and eventually I drifted of to sleep with a contented 
smile on my face. Now holding the blade in my hands I made my way to my 
father’s room, he was sleeping alone his snoring echoing in the silence of the 
midnight hour, I stood by the bed and watched his chest rise and fall and then put 
the blade to his throat, his eyes shot open in terror as the cold blade met the tender 
skin of his throat, he looked into my eyes and I looked into his and for one brief 
moment I thought about sparing his life and then I dragged the blade across his 
throat and pushed down hard severing his windpipe, I watched his life slip away 
before my eyes  and I never said goodbye when he finally died, I never even cried. 
The sun was rising when I finally decided to leave my home for the last time and 
as the door shut behind me I smiled for the first time in many years, finally I was 
free from the past and only the memories remained etched in my mind like an 
epitaph on a tombstone a memory and nothing more, I walked into the empty 
streets and headed back to the city, the sun would rise on a new world, a better 
world, a world where children rule. 
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